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A space-filling polyhedron is one whose replications can be packed to fill 
three-space completely. Only five space-filling tetrahedra have been described 
in the literature. The constructions of these are shown. Three new infinite one- 
parameter families of space-filling tetrahedra are derived. Special cases of these 
families yield three of the five space-filling tetrahedra already in the literature. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Only partial answers have been offered to the question that Hilbert 
asked in his eighteenth problem [1]: “What polyhedra exist for which a 
complete filling of all space is possible by juxtaposition of congruent 
copies ?” Even if restricted to only the tetrahedra, only five space-fillers 
have been described. Four of these have been described by Sommerville 
[2, 31, who seemed to believe that this list was complete. These are also 
shown in a paper by Goldberg [7] on space-filling pentahedra as well as in 
Table I of this paper. Independently, Davies [4] rediscovered three of 
these. Again, independently, Baumgartner [8,9] discovered four space- 
filling tetrahedra, one of which differed from Sommerville’s set. Neither 
Davies nor Baumgartner claimed completeness. Extensions to space- 
filling simplices in higher dimensions were obtained by Baumgartner [8, 91 
and Danzer [lo]. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE FIVE TETRAHEDRA 
Table I gives the dihedral angle at each of the six edges, and the relative 
lengths of the edges of the five space-filling tetrahedra in the literature. The 
diagrams show the development of the four faces which may be folded 
along the edges to construct a model of each tetrahedron. 
If a cube is divided by planes from its center to the twelve edges, the 
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cube is cut into six congruent square pyramids. Each square pyramid can 
be cut into two congruent tetrahedra of type Sommerville No. 3 by a plane 
through the apex and a diagonal of the square base. This tetrahedron can 
be further cut into two congruent tetrahedra of type Sommerville No. 2 
by a plane through the apex and normal to the first cutting plane. Also, a 
plane through the long edge and the midpoint of the opposite edge will cut 
a tetrahedron of type Sommerville No. 1 into two congruent tetrahedra of 
type Sommerville No. 2. 
Three tetrahedra ABCD, BCDE, and CDEF of type Sommerville No. 1 
can make a triangular prism ABCDEF, as shown in Fig. 1. Since each 
A 
FIG. 1. Three copies of Sommerville No. 1 make a triangular prism. 
triangular prism is a space-filler, the tetrahedron Sommerville No. 1 is 
also a space-filler. The faces of this tetrahedron are congruent isosceles 
triangles. Planes from its center to the six edges will cut the tetrahedron 
into four congruent tetrahedra of type Sommerville No. 4. A plane through 
a short edge and the midpoint of the opposite edge will cut a tetrahedron 
of type Sommerville No. 1 into two congruent tetrahedra of Baumgartner’s 
type T2 . Since T2 is unsymmetric, there are two forms which are mirror 
images of each other. Each of these alone can Cl1 space by replication. 
Space-filling tetrahedra which cannot be further subdivided into 
congruent tetrahedra are called “elementary” by Baumgartner. 
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TABLE I 
I THE FIVE SPACE-FILLIK TETRAHEDBA IN THE LITERATURE (1972) 
1 SOMMFXVILLJX NO. 1 1 SOMERVILLE NO. 2 1 SOM+X+.VILLE NO. 3 1 SO~VILLE NO. 4 ( 
BAUMGAKTNER T BAMGARTNER T, BAIJMGARTNLR T3 BAWCARTNLR T2 
HILL, first type HILL, special HILL, second type (Not in HILL) HILL, second typ 
cxs 600 Q = 450 CO8 e = z/3 a= 6o", sin fl = t 
Regular sphenoid Three right angles Unsylllmetric; 
at vertex c right and left f' 
I l/3 of 1 l/2 of No. 3 I l/12 of cube ( l/LofNo.l ( l/ZofNo.l 
triangular prism l/2 of No. 1 
ITwo of No.2 (or T2) 1 Elementary Two of No. 2 1 E+mentary 
Hill [5] tabulated those tetrahedra which can be divided by plane cuts 
into a finite number of pieces which can be assembled to make a solid 
cube. His tabulation was not complete, and several others have since been 
added [Ill. Necessarily, these include the space-filling tetrahedra. Dehn 
[6] showed that a linear form, with integral coefficients, of the measures 
of the dihedral angles of a Hill tetrahedron must be a rational fraction of 
a right angle. In Table I, the sum of the dihedral angles for each space- 
filling tetrahedron meets this necessary condition. Also, the relations to 
the Hill tetrahedra are shown in the table. 
3. THE THREE INFINITE FAMILIES 
Consider a right prism whose normal section is an equilateral triangle 
of edge e, as shown in Figure 2. On the three parallel edges, take points 
A, B, C, D, E, Fwhose coordinates are 0, a, 2a, 3a, 4a, and 5a, respectively. 
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FIG. 2. Derivation of first infinite family. 
The inclined triangular prism ABCDEFis a space-filler in three dimensions, 
as is every triangular prism, either right or inclined. 
This inclined triangular prism ABCDEF can be divided by plane cuts 
into three congruent tetrahedra ABCD, BCDE and CDEF. The cutting 
planes are BCD and CDE. If the length of the edge AB is denoted by b, and 
the length of the edge DB is denoted by c, then 
AB=BC=CD=DE=EF=bandDB=DF=CE=AC=c, 
where b2 = e2 + a2 and c2 = e2 + 4a2. 
Since the ratio a/e is arbitrary, there is a continuous infinity of tetra- 
hedral space-fillers of this type. Furthermore, a plane through the edge 
BC and the midpoint G of the edge AD will cut the tetrahedron ABCD 
into two congruent tetrahedra ABCD and BCDG, as shown in Figure 3. 
A 
FIG. 3. Derivation of second and third families. 
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This yields a second continuous infinity of tetrahedral space-fillers. A 
third continuous infinity is obtained by cutting ABCD by a plane through 
the edge AD and passing through the midpoint H of BC. The lengths of 
the edges and the dihedral angles of these families of tetrahedra are shown 
in Table II. 
It should be noted that the sum of the dihedral angles of each tetra- 
hedron in Table T is a rational fraction of r. This is also true of the first 
and second families of Table II. However, this condition does not hold 
for the third family. Instead, the third family satisfies the necessary Dehn 
condition, which requires that a linear form, with integral coefficients, of 
the measures of the dihedral angles be equal to a rational fraction of n. 
Sommerville used essentially the same method of dividing an inclined 
triangular prism into three congruent tetrahedra. However, he seemed to 
think that these prisms could not be bundled into an infinite set of parallel 
prisms unless pairs of symmetric prisms were used (see [2, p. 551). Thus, 
he selected only the tetrahedron with congruent isosceles faces from the 
infinity of possible tetrahedra, and erroneously omitted all the other 
satisfactory tetrahedral space-fillers. This error seems to have been repeated 
in the works of subsequent investigators. 
However, identical inclined triangular prisms can be assembled into 
infinitely long prismatic fibers, and these fibers can be bundled tightly 
together to fill three-space, even when the triangular prisms (and their 
components) are directly congruent. Figure 4 shows how two layers of 
such prismatic fibers can be assembled between two parallel planes. Such 
double layers can then be adjoined in an infinity of ways, by relative 
sliding and rotation, to fill all three-space. 
FIG. 4. Double layer of triangular prisms. 
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4. OTHER TETRAHEDRAL SPACE-FILLERS 
Three of the tetrahedra of Table I are derivable as special cases of 
Table II. Sommerville No. I is a special case of the first family; 
Sommerville No. 3 is a special case of the second family; and Baumgartner’s 
T2 is a special case of both the second and third families. The other 
tetrahedra of Table 1, Sommerville No. 2 and Sommerville No. 4, are 
special cases that are not derivable from Table II, but are obtainable as 
different divisions of Somerville No. 1 into two and four congruent 
tetrahedra. No other tetrahedral space-fillers are known, but a proof of 
their non-existence is not available. 
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